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TUE ALTERATION OF PARI-MUTUEL TICKETS

MAUREEN A, CASEY

'The author has been a staff dociment examcter at tie Chicago Police Department, Criie I abora-

tory, since 1963. She hods a B.A. degree roi Munddlei. College, Chicago, and is a feho in the

American Academy of Foirensc Sciences, Ths paper was presented at the 197) arnmiil meeting of

the American Society of Questioned Document Examiners, Houston, Texas, of which Society Miss

Casev is an associate nemher.

The alteration of pari-rntud tickets is normlfly

not a prevelant problm; however, when the docu-

ment exaiaer does receive such a case, he has the

opportunity of studying some inheresting aspects in

regard to miethos of ateration and the challenge

to demonstrate these effects effectvey. Whether

because of the large amounts ot moncy 05usalt

invoved or the good security on tickets at the race

track , the alterations seen yhae been very good

and quite caefuly prepared, iy this is meant, the

individuals have thougt out iheir operation, hiave

the proper ols at 
t
heir disposal, and have tac-

ticed nsing them,

Pari-mutu tickets are received in. roll. for,

colocod ed or the specific dollar amount in the

fiX I Place," and "Show" categories.' The rolls
of tickets are placed into individual machines, and

The information contained in this pa'per is based

upon e, lence encounter d in the Chicago Police Crime

Labor Sr Viations in aea products and Tthods

of prIg are possile inb othria s

the certer portion bted at the time of sale,

Wheels, individually slotted for the insertion of

metal dyes and inked from a roll pad, accomplish

the printing. The mechanism is so constructed that

the horse number is slotted into position from a key

on tue outside of the iiiacine A code is printed

onto the ticket near its center, the code being differ-

ent fore cli race. Winnig tickets 're paid accord-

ing to this code and the xinning horse number.

Therefore, to have awinning ticket, the correct

code aInd herse number must appear on the tickeL

With the above in mind, alterations encountered

of the ype inivxing splitting, cutting and fitthag

will be discussed first, (Fig. 1) The paper upon

xhich pari-mutuel tickets are printed was at one

time cthree py paper. Thus, the papers of two

tieckers couct besplit, the number portions cut out

of each nd the correct numnber porition inserted

iit the paper contining the correct code. This ply

of piper would then simply be pasted back onto

C~iftk : acuttn"g. ad fitting as Methods di ef n1ckgl Tt ti
282
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Tools used in t'e reitov and replacement w the numeral include an abrasive material, - Pbir stamps etamnp

pad and colhrcd pencls,

the card, Another similari ethod would be to cut

out the number portios from two tickets while

holding them in direct contact with one another,

then inserting the correct number portion into the

card containig the correct code. Again, two tickets

may be split widthwise at the point between the
code and the number, then the bottom portion of

the one containng Ihe correct number Joined te

the top portion of the other containing the correct

code. T proble m involved here would be to split

the tickets so that the printing along the length-

'eriie edges would even

obvious that splitting,

not an eas accomplii

good deal of practice

Another different me

tickets, whercin a goo

given to the proble,

certain tools (Fig 2)

tuay match. It should be

cutting, and fitting in are

hment and would require a
and dexterity.

thod of altering pari-mutuel

d deal of forethought was

involves the application of

and a degree of skil. An

abrasive material sucl hs an ink eraser or eme y

paper is u ed to remove the number portion on the

ticket. This process also removes the background

color in the surroundiig area, revealing the white

paper fibers and sometimes the colored middle phy

paper. Th winning number is then ribbestamped

into place and the proper background color fill I

in with a smlilarly colored wax pencil. (Fig. 3) The

design of the individual rubber stamps exacty

dupicates that of the oiginal numbers and tamp

pad ink similar in color to that on the ticketis USedr

More recently, the paper used .for primg part-

mutuel tickets has been reduced to one-pt and

has a distinctly rough surface. Thcouc-ply papei

practically eliminates the prospects of i tting

and makes fitting in and retennf iterwe' pot-

tions more difficult, The rough surfacee seen to

make erasing more difficult asthe iik is able to

penetrate further into the fibers If the nk is

erased, the paper i thiiincd coneiderably oP care

must be taten not top ectratc it cotrpletit-

In examining alterec panmutuel tielets, the

problem is usuallynot one o:[ restoratin but of

determining the mctliod of aiter tIon, I the ftrst

three instances cited, restoration would be impos-

sible as the nurnber portion has been wholy re-

moved. Restoration n he last instance might be



Fl0,H4H ,u 3Rkemoval anrd replacernent o'f thle ii-c'n"ra l "Only) as a mnethod of anerinlg pan:-mutuel tickets

luorescence under ultra violet light of the hack-
ground are, c ast I nonflu ere f t he 'cotl

Ied' area.

Fi GTYR-r 0

Erased area of on-ply paper v-ved withu trans-
mitted liglit.



ALTERATION OF PARI-MUTUEL TICKETS

possible depending upon the completeness of era-

sure.

Detection of the altered portions of the tickets

may sometimes be seen visually in good daylight

and are usually always apparent under microscopic

examination. Since the first three methods involve

only splitting, cutting, and fitting-in of certain

portions, photographic enlargements should effec-

tively demonstrate the alterations. It may also be

possible to show that the background design of a

"fit-in" portion does not align properly with the

background design of the ticket.

In the last method, as there is the addition of

rubber stamp inks and colored wax pencils in the

alteration process, a somewhat different and more

interesting procedure is followed. Visual observance

may not readily show the alteration depending

upon how dose the fill-in color matches that of the

background and also how close the color of the

rubber stamp ink matches that of the original ink.

However, the disturbance of fibers is usually visible

in the erased area under oblique lighting even

though the fibers have been matted down as a

result of coloring in the background. Fluorescence

under ultra violet light is seen to occur in the back-

ground area of some tickets due to the presence of

certain dyes used in the manufacture of the ink;

whereas, fluorescence may not occur in the area

where the colored wax pencil is used. (Fig. 4) How-

ever, this phenomenon does not occur in all cases.

For example, the yellow background area of one

ticket fluoresced under ultra violet light while the

area colored by the wax pencil remained unaffected.

Other tickets of blue and pink background ex-

hibited no fluorescent properties whatever. Di-

chroic filters, in some cases, may prove useful in

differentiating between the ink used in printing

the tickets and a similarly colored rubber stamp ink

used in altering the tickets. For example, dichroic

filters differentiated the dye in a number stamped

with a purple-colored rubber stamp ink from a

similarly colored ink on the remainder of the ticket.

These filters did not show any differential where a

black-colored rubber stamp ink had been used on

tickets having a black inking. The thinning of the

paper in the erased areas on the rough-surfaced,

one-ply tickets becomes particularly prominent

when viewed with transmitted light. (Fig 5)

The methods of attacking an alteration problem

vary, depending upon the type of evidence and the

tools with which it is altered. In many cases, the

means used in detection are also those best used for

illustration. It is sometimes possible to determine

immediately from a critical examination of the

evidence what methods will readily yield results,

at other times more exhaustive testing is required.

It is always preferable to exhaust all visual, micro-

scopic, and photographic means rather than resort

to chemicals. Non-destructive methods proved

especially useful in the above case where the prob-

lem was one of determining the methods of altera-

tion rather than one of restoration.
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